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MINAR # 1

Bible that this section of Isaiah is a marvellous section in which I saiah

predicts Christ, and tells wonderful things about Him. Well, that is true. I

hope we will increase our knowledge on that statement as we.

Our primary purpose is not to present and stress that phase of the truth, but

it is to treat teachings about Christ in the general background of the

section as a whole. While Isaiah taljlked to give%' us the marvellous thi-s-- teachings

about Christ, Isaiah simply went off and was hiding somewhere, and then

God gave him the message of ... nothing until she- 700 years later

when he saw it fulfilled, or whether Isaiah was directly speaking to the people

of his own day. Here is the message of great importance for their own day, but

the messages of course later tremendous messages for all people of

all ages as well. I think the latter is the case. A prophet rarely gives
Almost

something that would mean nothing until 0' centur1ies later.../J(ll prophets

e- speak to the people of their days, and t-h- they look beyond on distant

f uture and describes the future and have great meanings for the people of

h-is- their days, but there are fr( far greater meanings for later on. When we

can understand these things better/ than we could at later times. I want to

bring to you durings these four hours something of a development of different

sections of Isaiah to show you how he starts with *'the immediate needs of

the people of his own days and he goes on by a logically connected process

to give that which is far more important to the people of his own day than what

he was immediately getting, that which is f of supreme importance to us.

Probably higher critics( may say that the book of Isaiah is divided into two
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